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CHAPTER THREE/ THE STRUCTURE OF CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS 

THEORETICAL DENSITY COMPUTATIONS 

A knowledge of the crystal structure of a metallic solid permits computation 

of its theoretical density through the relationship 

� =
��

����
 

where; 

n = number of atoms associated with each unit cell 

A = atomic weight 

VC = volume of the unit cell 

NA= Avogadro’s number 6.022 ×1023 atoms/mol 

Examples: Copper has an atomic radius of 0.128 nm, an FCC crystal structure, 

and an atomic weight of 63.5 g/mol. Compute its theoretical density and compare 

the answer with its measured density? 
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Solution:  

Because the crystal structure is FCC,  

n, the number of atoms per unit cell, is 4.  

atomic weight (ACu) = 63.5 g/mol.  

The unit cell volume VC for FCC was determined in Example above as where R, 

the atomic radius, is 0.128 nm. 

�� =  �� = (2� √2)� = 16�� √2 

 

Substitution for the various parameters into Equation below: 

� =
��

����
=  

����

(16�� �2) × ��

 

� =  
(4 �����/���� ����)  × (63.5 g/mol)

[16 √2(1.28 × 10����)�/���� ����]   × (6.022 × 10�� atoms/mol)
 

ρ =   8.89   g/cm� 

The literature value for the density of copper is 8.94 g/cm3, which is in very close 

agreement with the previous result. 

 

Table 2. presents the atomic radii for a number of metals. Three 

relatively simple crystal structures are found for most of the common metals: face 

centered cubic, body centered cubic, and hexagonal close-packed. 

 

Table 2. Atomic Radii and Crystal Structures for 16 Metals 
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H.W. (4) Calculate the radius of a vanadium atom, given that V has a BCC crystal 

structure, a density of 5.96 g/cm3, and an atomic weight of 50.9 g/mol? 

H.W. (5) Rhodium has an atomic radius of 0.1345 nm and a density of 12.41 

g/cm3. Determine whether it has an FCC or BCC crystal structure? 
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DIRECTIONS AND PLANES 

Crystallographic Directions 

 Vectors or lines between two points described by indices.  

 Direction [hkl] 

 Families of directions <hkl> 

 The following steps are used to determine the three directional 

indices: 

1. Vector repositioned (if necessary) to pass through origin. 

2. Read off projections in terms of unit cell dimensions a, b, and c. 

3. Adjust to smallest integer values (multiply by a factor). 

4. Enclose in square brackets, no commas [hkl] 

(note: If the value is –ve put the – sign over the number) 

Instead of 1 and 2: you can; 

1. Determine coordinates of head (H) and tail (T) 

2. Subtract: head – tail 

3. Then as before (steps 3 and 4) 
 

Ex 2: -1, 1, 1 ==== [ 1̅11 ] (overbar represents a negative 

index) 

 

 

 

The [100], [110], and [111] directions are common ones; they are drawn in the unit 

cell shown in Figure below;  
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Determination of Directional Indices  

Example: Determine the indices for the direction shown in the accompanying 

figure. 

 

Solution: 

1. The vector, as drawn, passes through the origin of the coordinate system, 

and therefore no translation is necessary.  

2. Projections of this vector onto the x, y, and z axes are, respectively, a/2, b, 

and 0c, which become 1/2, 1, and 0 in terms of the unit cell parameters (i.e., 

when the a, b, and c are dropped).  

3. Reduction of these numbers to the lowest set of integers is accompanied by 

multiplication of each by the factor 2. This yields the integers 1, 2, and 0, 

which are then  

4. enclosed in brackets as [120]. 
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Construction of Specified Crystallographic Direction 

Example: Draw a [11̅0] direction within a cubic unit cell. 

Solution 

First construct an appropriate unit cell and coordinate axes system. In the 

accompanying figure the unit cell is cubic, and the origin of the coordinate 

system, point O, is located at one of the cube corners. 

 

 

This problem is solved by reversing the procedure of the preceding example. 

For this [110̅] direction, the projections along the x, y, and z axes are a, - a, 

and 0a, respectively. This direction is defined by a vector passing from the origin 

to point P, which is located by first moving along the x axis a units, and 

from this position, parallel to the y axis a units, as indicated in the figure. 

There is no z component to the vector, because the z projection is zero. 
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Example: What are the indices for the direction indicated by the vector in the 

following sketch? 

 

Solution:  

For Vector OP; 

Vector OP x y z 

Coordination of point P 1 -1 0 

Coordination of point O 0 0 0 

Vector OP = P-O 1 -1 0 

Direction 
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H.W. (6): What are the indices for the direction indicated by the vector in the 

following sketch? 

 

H.W. (7): Within a cubic unit cell, sketch the following directions: 

 

H.W. (8): Determine the indices for the directions shown in the following cubic unit 

cell: 
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Crystallographic Planes 

 Crystallographic planes are specified by three Miller indices as (hkl).  

 Miller indices: a set of integers that determine the crystallographic 

planes, as determined from reciprocal of fractional axis intercept. 

 Family of Planes {hkl}  

Algorithm (for obtaining Miller Indices): 

Note: if the plane passes through the origin, choose another origin 

1. Read off intercepts of plane with axes (in terms of a, b, c) 

2. Take reciprocals of intercepts 

3. Reduce to smallest integer values 

4. Enclose in parentheses ( ), no commas i.e., (hkl) 

Note: if the plane is parallel to one axis then the intercept is (∞ ) and the 

indices is (0). 

Example: Determine the Miller indices for the plane shown in the accompanying 

sketch: 

 

 x y z 

Intercepts a b ∞ � 
Intercepts (in terms of lattice parameters) 1 1 ∞  
Reciprocals 1/1 1/1 1/∞  
Reductions (integer) 1 1 0 
Enclosure (hkl) (110) 
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Example: Construct a (011̅) plane within a cubic unit cell.  

Solution: 

To solve this problem, carry out the procedure used in the preceding 

example in reverse order. To begin,  

1. The indices are removed from the parentheses 

2. reciprocals are taken, which yields  ∞ , -1, and 1. This means that the 

particular plane parallels the x axis while intersecting the y and z axes at b 

and c, respectively, as indicated in the accompanying sketch (a). 

3. This plane has been drawn in sketch (b).  

4. A plane is indicated by lines representing its intersections with the planes 

that constitute the faces of the unit cell or their extensions. 

 

 

Angle between two planes, directions is given by: 

 

Ex: Calculate the angle between the (111) and (200) planes? (ans. ϴ = 54.75°) 
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LINEAR AND PLANAR DENSITIES 

 Linear Density of Atoms calculated by eq.: 

LD =
number of atoms centered on direction vector

length of direction vector
  ���� �� ��� 

For example, let us determine the linear density of the [110] direction for the FCC 

crystal structure shown below: 

 

LD��� =
2 atoms

4�
=  

1

2�
 

H.W. (8) Find linear density of Aluminum in [110] direction, lattice constant is 

0.405 nm? 

 planar density (PD) is taken as the number of atoms per unit area that are 

centered on a particular crystallographic plane, or 

  

PD =
number of atoms centered on a plane

area of plane
  ���� �� ��� 

For example, consider the section of a (110) plane within an FCC unit cell as 

represented in Figure below: 
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PD��� =
2 atoms

4R × 2R √2 
=  

2 atoms

8R� √2
  ���� �� ��� 

H.W. (9)  Derive linear density expressions for FCC [100] and [111]  directions 

in terms of the atomic radius R.  

H.W. (10) What are the indices for the two planes drawn in the following sketch: 

 
H.W. (10) Determine the Miller indices for the planes shown in the following unit 

cell: 

 


